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any proposal for such demolition or alteration 

has been advertised to the National Trust 

and in local papers. 

Any new works or building (not being 

alterations to the specified parts of a pre-

1900 building, should be set back not less 

than Bm from the Pyrenees Highway and landscaped 

so as to minimise any visual intrusion. All 

new roofs visible from the Highway should be 

pitched (not flat) and terra-cotta or concrete 

tiles should not be permitted to be used on 

any roof within ism of the Highway. 

Significant Historic . Buildings: 

Controls qver alterations to :t.hes,e buildings (ref. Map 5) 

should be ?¢iesigned to protect;" th$ main visible elements of 
. . .~· ~ .. 

the building which identify it as being of the p~riod and 

purpose fd.r which it was built. 
( 

The strength of any controls 

must be r~lated~ in some measure, to the degree of local 

valw:! for :;J1istoric conservat~bn and, in the absence of a 

stro::1g an<;J; ,..,Tidespread demonstr.ation of local community suppo:-t 

for this 1:,:5sue, excessively s:t:ringent controls may only crea.t-c-: 

local disenchantment and disagreemen~; 

R ECOl1~~!E .r-1 D.t1 TIOl:f 

2 3 . Si gn i f_i·c; an t. Hi s t. or i c Bu i 1 di n q s ~ 

, . ) \ ]_ 

"r"':;::. -. .•. • 
,i, • .._. ,_ L, 

The buildings identified on Map 5 as being 

Significant Historic Buildings should be 

specified in an Interim Development Order or 

Planning Scheme as being of historic signifi

cance in tezms of Cl. 8 of the Third Schedule 

the 'J'otvn and Country Planning Act, 19 61 . 

Dc~~litio~ of or a2~erat ion to the main visib~e 

-· :-".• .. ., ..:,\ =-
-· --- ·- -~ ._) .. 
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with the peroission of Cou~cil and, in granting 

such permission, Council should insist that 

visible alterations conform to the original 

historic details of the building concerned. 

Council may waive this requirement where it 

would be unreasonable due to the poor 

structural condition of the building as a 

whole. No control of paint colours should 

be exercised. .Where alterations ~re 

permitted which are not in accordance with the 

building's original architectural d~tails, 
- . . . 

concealing landscaping should be made a 

condition of· -t-he permit. 

Where, for any reason, a _Significant_ Hist~ric 

Building is to be replaced with a new 

building, such new building shocild be ~et back 

a distance ·of 5m from the line on which the 

front eleva tio·n of the original building . . wa..;=s--

constructed. 

The only requirements in this area are that any new buildings 

·beset back to protect the character of the Pyrenees Highway 

frontage, and that uniform landscaping elements should be 

required along the Highway in order to establish a higher 

quality environment than otherwise exists along this important 

route. 

RECOMMENDATION 

24. Township Area: 

(i) No subdivision or resubdivision of land abutting 

the Pyrenees Highway should be permitted which 

will increase the number of lots abutting the 

Highway. 

(ii) No two-storied buildings or multi-unit dwellings 

should be permitted to be built on land 

abutting the Pyrenees Highway, and no buildings 
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,which appear from the Highway to be 

significantly different in scale to a 

detach e d house should be permitted on land 

abutting this Highway. 

All buildings shall be not closer than i3m 

to the Pyrenees Highway boundary. 

All permits for the development or subdivision 

of land in this area should include conditions 

requiring the establishment and maintenance 

of landscape which will minimise or conceal 

the view of such new development or subdivision 

from the Pyrenees Highway. 

COUNCIL'S INVOLVEMENT IN THE ACTIONS OF OTHER AUTHORITIES 

In many instances, works or buildings may be instigated, 

required or carried out by other authorities in circumstances 

where Council will not have the power to grant or refuse ' 

a permit, and therefore will only be able to -exert influence 

through negotiation or persuasion. 

these matters are: 

The mos t relevant of 

highway works by the Country Roads Board; 

any new subdiv ision of land b y the Depai:-tment of Crown 

Lands and Survey; 

activities of the SEC, Soil Conservation Authority or 

Agriculture Department, and other departments of the 

State or :F'e5.2ral Governments. 

The following reco;:-;mendatior;s deal with ma tter s in i:•;hich 

the involvement of such auth□rities can be identified at 

this point. 

.. . - .. 
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No. ll, page 31) has been made that "priority should be 

given to retqining the existing Pyrenees Highway reserve 

and carriageway insofar as this is possible while meeting 

reasonable minimum requirements for road safety". In this 

section these reasonable minimum requirements are set out. 

The townscape of Chewton gains much from the informal line 

and level of the Highway through the town as it follows, to 

an unusual degree, the old goldfields track. A visually 

comfortable road, it does not attempt to force change on 

the landform but accepts it as it finds it. Suitable for 

the pace of another age, these old roads have·generally been 

reconstruct~d- _t_(?-·_·COpe ·with- -th~--~4igher speeds .. o:E"-preseii-E ~----

traffic' and si.:.Llilax=- II improvements~!. have·. been prepared for 

this. piece of=-.road. 

The character of the -town wi'll be best .se·rved by leaving·· the -·· 

road in its present alignment, and this factor is more 

important than the comf.or:t:., ... convenience or· time of thos(;:! _ 

using the Highway. On the other hand 11 the.primacy safety 

of motorists and pedestrians must be considered at a 

different level. 

Considerations of safety and the related standard of the road 

design must be viewed in the light of the type of road which 

exists on each side of town, which is designed to a low 

rural standard r:equiri?g considerable driver concentration, 

and the fact that a 60 kph not necessarily observed - limit 

applies through the town. 

Having regard to all ·these factors, two sections of the road 

need re-construction; the·horizontal curve near the old 

Town Hall, and the vertical crest outside the p.otel. 

Curve, near old To~n Hall: 

This curve is dangerous because of its low radius, but more 

particularly because of· the very poor visibility drivers have 

of the curve itself and the road beyond it. To leave this 

roadway unaltered is to invite serious accidents, and only 

chance has prevented those vehicles which have'left ·the road 
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at this point from hitting vehicles coming the other 

way. 

The new curve here should have a design speed of at least 

60 kph, and a· little more if possible, in view of the known 

habits of driv_ers. The proposal shown on CRB plan 53848 

(not included in this report) with a 65 kph design speed 

seems reasonable. This alignment does not require the 

dernoli tion of any buildings, retains, in particular, the old - ___ ., 

Town Hall and Post Office, and maintains the curving character 

of the road. We support the reconstruction of this 

section of road in this way. 

Crest at Hotel: 

The visibility at this crest is limited·, and vehicles 

travelling at 60 kph cannot see the road far enough ahead for 

the adequate safety of pedestrians crossing the.road. 

Reconstruction of this section of road (ref. Map 6) will 

improve the safety of the-section without seriously B:ffecting 

the character of ·the town. 

The proposal involves lowering the road a maximum of 400mm 

(16") at the crest, raising it a maximum of 300mm (12") to 

the west and 200rrmi (8,11
) -to the east. Access to all--

_buildings and streets in the area can be provided-at-existing 
-·· 

locations from the new road pavement. G~~ater sight 

di~tance could not be provided. i·.1i thout sacrificing appearance 

·--·- - ·-and .. access. convenience·-,:. and the sight lines availal:?le -~f_t;e:¢_~: 

reconstru~tion will provide a reasonably safe solution with 

a theoretical design speed of 55 kph. 

Other Imorovements 

J;n general, othe:::- .i.:r.:p:;.ovements to the Highway through the 

town should be rest:>.:-icted to pavement reconstruc'.:.ion to the 

line and. level . .,_. now exis ,._ing. The possible exception to this 

princi?le ma;.:7 he the curve near Archbold Street ,,~hich the CRB 

propose to ~econs~ruct. This cu=ve is n~t standart although, 

because visibility is adequate, we are not over co~cernee 
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about its safety. The CRB proposal shown on their plan 

53846(A) (not included in this report) provides improvement 

within the present road reserve without serious change to 

the alignment, and therefore of the general appearance. 

the CRB wish to pursue their proposal we would not suggest 

that it should be opposed. 

If 

We would like to comment in passing that the attitude of the 

CRB has been reasonably flexible and co-operative. Their 

primary and non-negotiable concern with basic safety is 

understandable and one that we share. In all other respects 

they have shown a willingness to compromise otherwise 

generally desirable standards in the interest of the town's 

general character. 

RECONMENDATION 

2 5. Py,renees Highway Realignment and Improv.emen t: 

The following changes to the alignment of the 
-r · !~ 

P~ienees Highway shoujd n6t be exceeded in any new 

re,construction work: ,. 

(i) Between Fryers Street and Mount Street the 

lon gitudjn~l section - of_ the Py~enees H~ghway 

should not depart further £ram the existing 

section than th~new section ihown on Map 6 , 

and horizontal alignment should not depart 

( ii) 

( _-f. ii) 

· - ·-further · f-r-om- the existing than that ·· ·shor;,;n on · 

CRB plan No. 53848. 

Between Mount Street and Faraday Road the 

horizontal alignment of the Pyrenees Highway 

should not depart further from the existing 

t han 1-s shor;,:n on CF:B plan No. 53846 (A) . 

sho~ld ~ain t ain the existing horizonta ~ ant 

V5~tical align~ents. 

, I 

I 
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Release of Additional Cro~m Land 

On the basis 'of previous recommendations, further urban sub

division should only be permitted on the high land south of 

the Pyrenees Highway (an area of low landscape value and 

relatively well concealed from the highway). No urban 

subdivision or re-subdivision should be permitted east of 

Pitman Street, west of Fryers Road or north of the Highway~ 

Council will need to pay close attention .to servicing 

requirements (a manner outside the scope of this report) and 

any subdivision should only be perrni ti:_e_c'!: subject to the 

- establishment . o.f some . plantations to _the __ east __ ~nfl '!'lest __ which 

co~id --r~adiiy_ sc~een any new hm;i~;ing ___ development· -f -rb:m -the 

Highway. 

Works bv Other Public Authorities 

In all other cases, when 4ny actions are proposed by public ··

authori ties, . _t-l:!-~Y_ §.h-?ulc:J.. be directed to any conservation 

objectives adopted by CQUDdil, and strongly enjoined to- take 
. ' .:· \'. ; 

these into account. Spet!J!fic 'e x amples or authorities include: 

road signing; 

location and design of lighting, public telephone boxes, 

etc.; 

erosion control; 

the SEC; 

the Victorian Railways Board; 

the Education Departmen~; 

the Country Fire Authority; 

the State Rivers and Water Supply Authority; 

the Loddon-Campaspe Regional Planning Authority. 

The only way to deal with the activities of these different 

circumstances and authorities will be to maintain a continuous 

watching brief and to give a high priority to long term 

conservation objectives for Chewton. 

-- -.-·.-
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Land Re-subdivision 

One particular·rnatter to which Council's attention is drawn 

is the following: 

Strong recommendations have been made regarding the 

desirability of only a minimum number of dwellings being 

permitted to be built on the south side of the Highway between 

Chewton and Wesley Hill. This could be most practically 

achieved by using separate tenement provisions and by 

requiring large setback and spacing provisions for houses. 

The effectiveness of this policy would be substantially 

assisted, and some perceived problems of hardship lessened, 

- ·--·-

if the Department of Crown Lands & Survey could be encouraged to 

allow existing "separate tenements" fronting the highway to be 

extended further back into existing Crown Land. 

If this agreement could be obtained 

might well be valuable in achieving it 

and Council's advocacy 

then the way 

would be opened for Council to take a relatively strong stand 

in protecting much of the "rural break" character of this 

strip, while ensuring at the same time that owners of such 

··- ---- -1-and could find a ,reasonable solution to the problem of 

maintaining or improving .1..· .... ne usefulness of their land . 

I<ECOl-l1~! El{ D.t1 'l'IO)i 

26. Land Re-subdivision: 

Council should seek the agre?ment of the Departnent 

of Crown Lands & Surv~y to make land available far 

re-subdivision under reasonable conditions and to 

pr i Vet e or,m 1:>rs, in order to increase the depths of 

exis~i ~ g separate tenements located in the Rural 

Character Area and the Rural Landscape Improvement 

Area where such lots abut Crown Land. 

( 



l THE BOTANICAL LANDSCAPE 

-1 On Wednesday, 16 February l9 7 7 Mrs. W. Calder, Dr. J. Willis 

7 

] 

J 
J 

and Mr. P. Watts, acting as honorary botanical consultants 

to the National Trust, visited Chewton in relation to the 

landscape aspects of this conservation study. They have 

provided_the following notes on species of trees and 

associated recoITu.uendations on landscape plantings. 

INDIGENOUS VEGETATION 

Ve-ge·tation on ?yrenees Highway approachin.g 

Chewton from Elphinstone consists of: 

(Botanical Name)~ 

Eucalyptus microcarpa 

Eucalyptus melliodora 

Acacia acinacea 

Acacia genistifolia 

Bursaria spinosa 

Pultenaea largiflorens 

(Common name) 

Grey Box 

Yellow Box 

Gold Dust Wattle 

Sprea;ding Wattle 

Sweet Bursaria 

Bll&h-pea 

b) Vegetation on flats approaching but east of the first J bridge by Vineyard Road and along creek flats in township: 

J 
J 
J 

J 

c) 

Eucalyptus microcarpa Grey Box 

Eucalyptus rnelliodora Yellow Box 

Eucalyptus carnaldulensis River Red Gum 

Acacia dealbata Silver Wattle 

Acacia mearnsii Black Wattle 

Acacia rnelanoxylon Blackwood 

Vegetation in township area wouth of highway: 

General 

Eucalyptus microcarpa 

Eucalyptus melliodora 

Grey Box _ 

Yellow Box 
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On dryer stony ridges 

Eucalyptus polyanthemos 

Eucalyptus goniocalyx 

Eucalyptus macrorhyncha 

Highway Planting 

Red Box 

Long Leafed Box 

Red Stringybark 

On inspection it was considered that the planting along tne 

highway through Chewton should be reinforced, but with care 

being taken so as not to affect drivers' vision. Map 5 

indicates the approximate location and species recommended. 

These are largely exotic species currently found in Chewton 

as we felt these would reinforce the historic character of 

the township. The trees should be clumped _together rathe::i:::-

than in a regular avenue planting. 

RECOMNENDATION 

27. Highway Planting: 

New plantings should be established along the 

Pyrenees Highway through Chewton in accordance with 

the locations for such plantings shown on Map 5, 
i 

both independentli by Council and bj other public 

authorities (where these can he held to have a 

responsibilit~ in any area). The species of trees 

should be selected : from ~he followini list: 

(Botanical -- name) 

. .!1 ca c i a d ea 2 b a ·t ,i 

Acacia mearnsii 

Euca2yptus bicostata 

Eucalyptus melliodora 

Eucalyptus microcarpa 

Maclura pomifera 

l·1orus c:.lba 

Platanus orientalis 

Quercus rohur 

Sc::.::.nv.s :nol.2 e 

(Common name) 

s-i 1 v er - r.v a t t 1 e 

B ·_7_ a ck l.'·1 a t t 1 e 

- --Blue Gum 

Yellow Box 

Grey Box 

Osage-Orange 

!1ulberry 

Oriental Plane 

Enqlish Oak 

-----
1 · 

I -

! 
l -
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Planting in Streets and on Private Property 

The indigenous trees in the tm-mship area , listed in c) 

above, would be suitable for street tree planting and 

planting on private property throughout the town. However, 

these species should be mixed with a limited number of exotic 

species. The use of a limited number of species overall will 

emphasise the tmvn I s character far better than a wide range 

of plants. 

RECOMMENTATION 

28. Planting in Streets and Ofr -Private Property: 

{ i) . A ny i;idditional plantings 1•1hie-h --_s-hal-l be . 

carried out in streets or roads in Che ~ ton, 

_other tha.n _a5- __ a lands _cap.e requirement a ttaching. 

to any planning permit issued by Council, 

should be selected from those· listed under 

c) of Indigenous Vegetation, together with 

- ------foll owing additional species . . _ 

( ii). 

Forest Creek 

Morus alba 

Schinus moll.e 

Quercus robur 

Mul.berry 

Peppercorn 

English Oak 

Landscaping with trees selected according to 

(i) above shall be required of any permit issued 

for new subdivision, building or works, and 

such trees shall be located so as to break the 

skyline, break any silhouette of any new 

building or works; and to screen any view of 

the elevation or mass of such new building or 

works from the Pyrenees Highway. 

There is no doubt that the land in the town between the highway 

J and the creek has enormous potential for development as open 

space. 

J 
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At present there is practically no access to the creek, 

and in any case it is choked with reeds and blackberries in 

most places. The land adjacent to the creek is pitted, 

presumably from old mining operations, and is completely 

overgrown with weeds, mostly gauze and blackberries. 

There are a number of existing features which could form the 

basis of a park; such as: 

a) the established pine plantation; 

b) the interesting stone beaching along some parts of the 

creek; 

c) the bridge at easten end. 

It is quite likely that further features could be exposed once 

the area was generally cleaned up. 

The park area could be furthe;i; enhanced by widening the creek 

to £orm a small 11 lake" which woul,_d act as a focus for ::he 

park. 

Generally, however, -the area only needs lra:velling, grc.:ssing 

and tree planting. The creek is currently ~Loked ·with 

reeds and these need to be partly removed. L . . t- ., 
l!"i.t.,~ _ea access 

and. carp,;:i.rking space along the main road could be ~armed and 

a small campin~ area could be concealed in the trees. 

the past has turned its back on Creel~. 

it could be a . great asset and with a lirnited 2.rn.ount of work 

could be transformed into an extensive park. 

RECONNE N D.4 T TON 

To.Test C:eek: 

Counci2 sho~~d consicer ~he practicality of taking 

steps ro improve the accsss to and amenity of Fo:est 

·- ____ ._. 
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ANALYSIS OF THE HISTORIC CHARACTER OF AREAS 

The method of analysis used to rank the historic character 
of areas is one that ,;,ras developed by the Committee for 
Urban Action. 

The purpose of this analysis is to determine the extent to 
which the present visual character of the buildings in an · 
area reflect the character that that area would have had at 
some earlier period in its history. That is, the extent --·:· 
to which the present character is historic. This assessment 
is made using visual criteria to determine the buildings' 
individual styles, the extent to which historic butldings 
still retain their original external appearance, or the 
extent to which buildings constructed . at a . later_ date .than th,e 
chosen · historic period conflict.-~'!i th or detract from the 
hTstoric character established during and -up to -the end -of, ···-·· 
in the case of Chewton, 1900, wh-ich has been chosen -·as . 
the end of the most significant _historic pe.riod of the town •·s 
existence. 

Homogeneity of different buildings or their architectural or 
historic significance are not considered in this analysis. 
The purpose is purely to judge whethe-r..-an--area or part of 
an area still has the historically representative appearance 
of its original -character as it existed at, or had occurred 
up to, some specified date. 

The analysis is carried out in a series of three stages. 
Individual buildings or sites are ranked according to whether 
their primary features still appear to have the original 
appearance or their appearance as it is believed to have 
existed up to 1900. The ranking is made according to the 
degree of visual alteration that has been made to the 
individual historic structures or places, or in the case 
of structures or .· sites altered beyond their original 
character, the degree to which they now intrude into or 
alter the character that is otherwise created by the 
historic elements. 

A second stage was used to carry out a similar assessment of 
buildings as groups • . The third stage, which leads to the 
definition of the Areas of Historic Character, .made the 
assessment of the degree of originality now remaining or 
of the visual intrusion of non-historic elements on the basis 
of "areas" of buildings · or land which were of sufficient 
extent that they could be viewed in their own separate 
context. 
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The following points should be borne in mind when considering 
the proposed Area of Historic Character: 

The architectural or historic importance of buildings is 
not considered, so that a mansion in original condition 
would score the same as a cottage in original condition. 

No account is taken of colour or building condition. 

The judgment is made on the basis of these buildings or 
parts of buildings readily visible from areas of 
reasonable public accessability; eg. no account is taken 
of alteration to rear elevations. 

With a chosen "historic" time period finishing at 1900 
the historic buildings are those of the Victorian style. 
Judgment is made on the styles of buildings rather than 
actual dates of construction which cannot readily be 
determined. 

Where an historic building has been so mutilated that no 
significant rem..~ants of its original form are apparent, 
it is treated as though built at a later date. 

The same criteria are applied to buildings regardless of 
their present or past use, although scoring for 
alterations is on the basis of the original character as 
it might have appeared when used for the building's 
original purpose. 

In the case of corner buildingsr each facade is judged 
separately. 

Where features are hidden by a . high unoriginal fence, 
scoring is - on the basis of only what. canoe seen because 
account is taken of the historic character as it is 
seen from the street. A.'1. historic building, if hidden, 
has ·nc, i:m.."'7lediate va.lue to the observer. 

Vari.ation to thi:s assessment may be necessary as new 
docnmi::nta.ry e·1idence or researc·h· throws further light 
on th,2 original appearance of buildings. 

The choice as to how to group buildings or to define 
areas of buildings, is necessari1y subjective. Definition 
of areas includes both sides of streets and, if 
a ppr opriate, all corners of intersections. In practice, 
different de~initions cf an area 1 s boundaries will affect 
its ran~in~ by including or excluding different buildings. 

Difficulty o~curs in allowing fo~ historic buildings which 
no longer exist (as their absence is a change to the 
original character of the town), and in t h e case of 
C~ewtc~, whe re losses appear tote freguen~, only smal~ 
regard has been gi~en to this as~ect. 

I -
I -



ANALYSIS AND RANKING OF THE LANDSC.4PE AESTHETIC 

The analysis and ranking of 
aesthetic character in this 
proposed by Wright (1976). 
summarised as follows: 

the landscape's physical and 
report is based on a system 

Wright's system can be 

The land to be evaluated had already been mapped into terrain 
patterns on a system devised by Grant1 and these units 
formed the underlying basis for the analysis. 

The rating method of Wright's system used the foll9wing 
criteria to score the various elements of the landscape to 
achieve ·a · -total ranking -sco;i;:e -for - each .terrain unit. 2 

Permanent-Features 

- The basic structure--· of the landscape is the landform. This · 
is a: -permanent feature which in most cases is unalterable. 
Mountain·s, plains and hills form the b-asi-c structure on which 
changes may take place. All permanent features possess some 
positive attributes and it is assumed that steep land is 

_in_general more scenic than flat land. They can be scored 
from +l to +10. · -

Temporary Features 

Temporary features such as forest, houses and pasture greatly 
affect the landscape, but they can be modified. These are 
superimposed on the permanent features. They can detract 
from the scenic value if they do not blend with the surrounding 
environment. Water, when well sited, usually gains.a high 
score. Ugly factories would detract and thus would register 
a negative score. Scores range from +10 to -10. 

Extra Features 

Extra features such as cloud, traffic of wildlife may be more 
of a transistory nature. If they consistently occur within 
a landscape they can greatly affect. its permanent value. 
Features ·such as traffic, clouds, or wildlife · could score 
from -lo to +10, but ordinarily their contribution to the 
view would not rate the extremes of values. 

Of the above ele~ents, the permanent features do not change. 
The temporary features are changeable, while the extra features 
may be very susceptible to change. (This differentiation 
i _s _import_ant fo_r p_lann_ing purposes.) 

1 

2 

K. Grant, "Terrain Classification £or Engi~eering Purposes of 
the Melbourne Area, Victoria", Division of Applted Geomechanics 
Technical Paper No. ll, CSIRO, Aust. 1972. 

Quoted from G. i;,Jright "The Physical & Aesthetic Evaluation of 
Landscape" lecture notes, 1976. 
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Contrast 

The degree of difference in colour, colour density, shape, 
texture, or pattern within landscape. In general, man
made contrasts can be pleasing or displeasing and natural 
contrasts are all pleasing. (Used for rating purposes.) 

There are other elern~nts of a landscape not directly 
related to the visual structure that can . generate an 
emotional response to effect its appreciation. 

Familiarity 

This can be regarded in two ways: 

a) Unusual landscapes are valuable because of their rarity. 
Th2y provide a contrast to other landscapes. 

b) Familar. landscapes of high quality are given extra value 
by the community the slightest change to such 
landscapes are often criticised even if the change will 
"improve" them. It does appear that, in general, 
variability is desirable and the less familar environments 
should be scored higher than the more common ones. 
Scores grade from Oto +10, five po~nts being allocated 
for regional scarcity and five points for sta~P. or 
national scarcity. 

Response to other Senses 

The other senses affect the emotional state of a participant 
in the landscape. The basic respon se to visual stimulae 
is modified by other senses of smell, hearing, taste and 
touch. · - Thsse ,;vould augment or de.tract from the experience 
anu·the effect is assumed to range between +6 and -6 in 

· general. Ex ceptional sltuations can · be tr~ated .accordingly. 

Spontaneous Active Participation 

Some environments · are capable of involving people in'· 
spontaneoqs active participation. The spontaneous involve
TEent heightens the landscape ':::Xperience. Thus, the 
presence of sno,,1 e.·ncourages people to play in i. t ; a n1ountain 
spring, thirst and drink ing; and a valley ech c, yelling . 
Val ues range f rom O to +5 . 

Figure l on the following pag e illustrates t h e type of 
scoring and tl1e \.-al ues as signed \•l i tl-l a nlliuber of the 
l ~ndscape elements. 
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Fig. 1. Rating scheme illustrauid. (The diagram was used.to indic.ata the types of.con-. ·- . 
siderations appropriate- for e~}:1-landscape element.) 

In the practical application this system was based on the views 
-obtained through and out of the area from . the primary roads 
running through the valley and up into other smaller valleys. 
In one case, where a view from one point (point A, Map 5} 
on the edge of the Forest Creek valley produced a ranking 
within the valley which was different from the ranking for 
that araa obtained from within the valley itself, th.is has 
been indicated using a separate notation. _This was the only 
case where a major difference in ranking an area from 
different view points was considered t9 be important. 

Because the evaluation was only determined from main roads, 
scoring of more distant areas had to consequently.diminish the 
effective contribution of four of the elements used; namely, 
extra features, other senses, man-made contrasts·, and 
spontaneous active· involvement.· It is not considered that 
the effect on the final ranking of these remote areas· 
differed greatly from what might otherwise haVE? been 
obtained, although-total scoring would have been brought 
closer to an.arithmetic mean. In particular, the 
scoring disadvantages of man-made contrasts, which would have 
occurred in particular areas, were largely avoided by the 
effective concealment offered by their remoteness from the 
primary roads. 
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LISTING STATUS 

INVENTORY NO. 

BOUNDARIES 

SHIRE 

I-------------
OWNERSHIP 

CITN2I0N 

Pyrenees Highway lElphinstone to Castlemaine) 

Recording: 11 
•••• those parts of the 

physical environment, both natural and 
man-made, which in the Trust's view 
contribute to the heritage of Australia 
and which should be recorded and whose 
preservation is encouraged". 

----L367 

'I'h2 Recorded area · cornmences at the --6 6 mi le 
-- - pa;st and ~terminates .at. the .Metcalfe/ 

Castlemaine boundary. -~- -All of the road 
verges are included. 

Metcalfe. 

Public. 

This main road climbs up from Forest Creek 
to Wesley Hill with its cluster of early 
buildings, then zig-zags into Chewton, where 
it follows the contour and displays a · 
group of Classified public buildings and 
a string of simple brick cottages before 
crossing Lawson's Bridge and climbing up 
a broad ridge to Elphinstone. 

The road is bordered by Long-Leaf Box 
(E. goniocalyx) and Yellow Gum (E. leucoxylon) 
in a dense association along the rural 
stretches of the road. 'Exciting glimpses 
of the railway tunnel, bridges and 
embankments are also obtained. 

The constantly curving roadway displays the 
landscape to advantage, and the interest 
of the journey is heightened by views 
which open and close. 

This.is a cultural landscape with a number 
of historic associations. The roadway, 
once a bullock wagon track, rolls and 
curves with the contours of the land. 
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Road widening and realignment; 
inappropriate development; subdivision; 
demoliti6n and alteration of historic 
buildings; poor siting and design of 
structures. · 

Detailed studies should be undertaken to 
ensure that any future development is in 
sympathy with the character 0£ ~he area~ 

Paper by Mr. R. Bradfield. - ---
Submission to the Heritage Commission by 
the Metcalfe Shire. 
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